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mo The following investigation | was “conducted by SA. 
JOHN F, SHEIK: / . . -
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    AT TUCSON, ARIZONA oe RS SPs 

On November 25, 1964, "C. ¥ VAN HAAFTEN, _Manager or 
Tucson Radio Station KTUC radé available for auditingia 

_ pertial tape of a recorded telephone conversation received . 
ot: at 3:50 a.m... November 25, 1964, from an unknown caller on 

the " Jack Foster Openline Program". (This program cone . 
sists of interviews with telephone callers which is broad- 
cast out on the radio facilities to the listeners of the 
prograr. ) . 
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In the pertinent portion of the recorded tape, per . 
the unknown caller refers to radio station KWKH at Shreve=- 7 > 
port, Louisiana, which allegedly also had a party~line . 

‘radio program which was on the air approximately from 7:20. 
to 8:20 p.m. daily. ‘fhe caller indicated that the radio 
frequency was 1030. 
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- During a ten minute conversation with a caller 
received at radio station KWKH, a month before the assasste 
nation of President JOHN F, KENNEDY, November, 1963, the 
unknown caller told the radio announcer point blank that 
"If President KENNEDY cowcs to Texas, we'll murder hin, - - 
we'll get him, if he comes to .Texas",. 
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7 The Tucson unknown caller alleged that the tele- 
phone call to radio station KWKH was from a town in Texas 
which was mentioned in the program and further that the 
caller of radio station KRWKH had furnished his name and 
address. - 

The Tucson unknown caller af radio station KTUC . 
claimed that he had went over to Shreveport, Louisiana, to 
check this story and then later in the conversation indie - 
cated that he had telephoned over there three or four days 
previously, and that he bad ascertained that neither the 
Secret Service nor the FBI had checked the program, The 
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queson unknown caller indicated that he had considered it: : 
as some idiot and had ignored the incident, but was forced , 
to state that the incident had happened and that it had «.. 
happened one month before the assassination of President ~~ 
KENNEDY. The‘unknown caller invited Tucson radio station — 

" KTUC to telephone over to Skreveport, Louisiana, and to x 
check the foregoing with radio station KWKH at Shreveport. §. 
Tne Tacson unknown caller declined to give his name and .* 

. address, but- indicated that he might possibly do so at a 
later date if anything should come'of the foregoing. 

Radio station KTUC manager VAN HAAFTEN advised 
that neither he nor the program operator had any idea as. 
to who the Tucson unknown caller might be, but noted that 
the quoted radio frequency. of KWKH in Shreveport was quoted 
very close to the correct radio frequency of 1130. The 
unknown caller had stated that the frequency of the 
Louisiana radio station was 1030, 
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